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GEOPHYSICAL SURVEY REPORT

PINE RIVER MINES LTD. 

SHEBANDOWAN LAKE AREA, ONTARIO

PROPERTY, LOCATION h ACCESS

Pine River Mines Ltd holds 12 contiguous 

mining claims totalling l).80 acres, more or loss, 

located in the Shebandowan Lnko area, Thunder Bay 

District, approximately 50 miles west northwest of 

Port Arthur, Ontario. The property is of irregular 

shape with the south portion of the group occupying 

the bed of Upper Shebandowan Lake.

All claims are in good standing and duly 

recorded with the Ontario Department of Mines as 

follows: Claim Nos. 122832, 122833, 12281^.6, 122814.7, 

122814-8, 122957, 122958, 122959, 122960, 122961, 122962, 

123071.

The property is readily accessible by means

of an all .weather 'gravel"road^ extending 1 south- ; : 

westerly from Kashabowie, a village on the main CNR line, 7 

to North Coldstream Mines Ltd, a distance of 6.5 miles.
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The road traverses the northwest corner of the Pine River 

group, approximately 3 miles from Kashabo\*ie.

TOPOGRAPHY ft: GENERAL GEOLOGY

The average elevation in the Shebandowan area 

is li|00-1^00 feet above sea level. Rocky hills and 

ridges characterize the local topography. Shallow glacial 

drift has collected at lower elevations and in valleys.

All consolidated rocks of the area are of

Precambrian age. According to O,D.K. Map 33^A, Shebandowan 

Area, a relatively narrow belt of cast-west trending volcanic 

rocks occurs between extensive granite batholiths to the 

north and south of the map ares. A narrow sedimentary 

horizon occupies the contact area between the volcanics 

and granite to the north. Masses of serpentine or altered 

peridotite are found extensively within the central map 

area.

A central core of granite occupying the basin 

of Shebandowan Lake is inferred as being intrusive into 

the crest of a major anticlinal structure, the volcanic 

and sedimentary strata to the north ana south, occupying 

the flanks of the anticlinal axis 0
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Tho Pine River Minos Ltd property is geologized 

as being underlain by the favorable volcanic formation 

together with minor grani.tie intrusives.

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY

According to O,D.M. Preliminary Heport,

Shebandowan Lake - Kashabowie Lake area, by J. M, Hodgkinson, 

1963* many sulphide rich shear zones and quartz veins 

containing sulphide mineralization have been located within 

the map area. The Keewatin volcanics contain considerable 

magnetite iron formation and sulphide replacement bodies 

carrying copper, and locally, a3.so nickel, cobalt and 

platinum. Vein material within the volcanics have been 

found to carry values in gold, silver, copper and lead. 

The North Coldstream Mines Ltd operation, located i\. miles 

southwest of the Pine Ptiver property along strike, is a 

copper, silver, gold producer, milling at 1000 TPD.

Trenches and test pits in the Upper Shebandowan 

Lake area display disseminated sulphides, essentially 

pyrite and chalcopyrite. Those minerals occur mainly in 

chlorite-sericite schist zones, some of which are silicified.
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Chalcopyrite also occurs alone in quartz veins.

Peridotite bodies of the type associated with 

copper-nickel mineralization are located at the west end 

of Lower Shebandowan Lake. Upon completion of an extensive 

surface diamond drilling program in 1961|-65, International 

Nickel Co. decided to sink an exploration shaft to further, 

investigate an extensive copper-nickel deposit. Shaft 

sinking is currently in progress.

Other properties in the immediate vicinity of 

the Pine River claim group, include those of Guardian 

Mines Ltd and Shawmin Explorations. The Guardian property 

(formerly Vanguard [Explorations Ltd) located l mile north- 

east of the Pine Piiver group has been tested by an extensive 

diamond drilling program. Twenty-three holes, drilled along 

a strike length of 1300 feet, has outlined a copper deposit 

containing 200,000 tons averaging 1.2^ copper, to a vertical 

depth of 600 feet. (O.D.M. Metal Resources Circular //2,19I?7), 

Shawmin Explorations are currently engaged in a diamond 

drilling program on their copper prospect located near the 

east end of Upper Shebandowan Lake.



SUHVE.V fe INSTRUMENT DATA

Duo to the Irregular nature of the Pine River 

property's exterior boundary, and to provide a network 

of picket lines to facilitate a geophysical survey normal

to the regional schistocity of the rock formation, it 

was necessary to establish four northeast-southwest base 

lines at various locations on the property. The;/ are 

designated as base line O, base line l8N, base line 5N, 

and base line 16S. Picket linos, cut and chaiiod on lj.00 foot 

line spacing, were turned off at right angles to the base 

lines. A total of 11.J? miles of lines were cut in establish 

ing the grid. Stations wore chained on 100 foot intervals 

along the line network.

Readings of the vertical component force of the 

earth's magnetic field were taken, using a Sharpe A2 

magnetometer having a sensitivity of 20 gammas per scale 

division. Readings were made on 100 foot stations and at 

closer intervals over anomalous areas. Regular readings 

were taken for diurnal variation and corrections applied 

prior to plotting results.in gammas on the accompanying 

plan at scale l" ~ 200'. Readings were contoured according 

to gamma variation.

An electromagnetic survey, employing a Crone 

JEM unit, was performed over the same network of lines.
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Tho Crone JEM, a portable instrument, consists of two

identical "transceiver" units each embodying a coil which 

can be used for transmitting and receiving; a battery pack 

for both functions; J|.80 c.p.P, and iBOO c.p.s. oscillators 

for transmitting at these frequencies; an amplifier for 

receiving, and a set of earphones by which one nay judge 

how the received signal is varying.

The In-Line method of survey was carried out over 

the property, that is, both coils move in unison along the 

same picket line, with a coil separation of 200 feet. The 

dip angle was measured at every 100 foot station and recorded 

in degrees out of phase.

SURVEY RESULTS

The magnetometer survey readings indicate normal 

magnetic background in therange of 7^0-1000 gammas. Anomalous 

conditions are indicated where closely spaced contour lines 

appear. 'I'he anomalous zones striking northeast-southwest, 

confirm the regional schistocity of the underlying formations.

Magnetite (iron formation), being closely associated 

with the Keex^atin volcanics is interpreted as causing the 

anomalous conditions. Variation in magnetic intensity is 

dependent upon the concentration of magnetite within the 

volcanics.
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In the south map area, where a narrow peninsula 

juts into the lake, magnetite was noted outcropping on sur 

face. The rna.inctic peak on section line 32K, station 

3N of base line 16S, is caused b;1 this concentration of iron 

formation.

The raaj^ietic low evidenced on line 2l\S, t station 

3N of base line O, probably results from a diapole effect 

relative to a concentration of magnetite nearby, i.e. on the 

unsurveyed portion of the map area, on the adjacent property.

Sulphide mineralization may be concentrated along 

the contacts of the narrow bands of iron formation within 

the general volcanic complex.

The south map area, particularly that portion of 

the claim group overlain by Upper Lake Shebandowan is an 

area of lower magnetic response. This in part, is due to tie 

depth of water, but probably reflects a lack of iron formation 

as opposed to the land portion where the magnetite, quite 

resistant to weathering, is concentrated.

The electromagnetic survey, performed over the 

same network of lines, outlined four conductive zones, 

designated 'A, 'B 1 , 'C 1 , and 'D 1 on the survey plan. With 

the exception of the water covered portion of the property,



the out-of-phase component of the signal was completely 

lacking, indicating a minimum of overburden on the property.

The four conductor zones are of short strike 

length and do not cross adjacent picket lines. The weak 

EM anomaly 'A', is associated with a magnetic anomaly, 

probably indicative of iron formation with the possibility 

that pyrite or graphite may be layered in seams along the 

magnetite.

Anomaly 'B 1 illustrates definite EM-Mag coincidence, 

It is indicative of a steeply dipping, narrow and near 

vertical conductor 7one of limited strike length. The 

conductor may represent iron formation and/or sulphide 

mineralization, possibly pyrrhotite and chalcopyrite.

Anomalies 'C', and 'D' represent weak conductors

having similar characteristics as anomaly 'B 1 .

RECOMMENDATIONS

Although all anomalies are of relatively short 

strike length and probably represent varying amounts of 

magnetite with the possibiliby of associated sulphide 1 

mineralization, they warrant further detailed investigation. 

It is recommended that over each anomalous zone, detail
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lines of 1000' length be cut and chained normal to the 

conductor axis on 100 foot centres. A total of I+OOO' of 

detail coverage over each anomaly is w arrant od c

In view of the current heavy snow covering it is 

recommended that this work be deferred until Spring when the 

anomalous aones could be further investigated by trenching. 

In the event economic sulphide mineralization is encountered 

in trenching, a program of shallow diamond drilling should 

be initiated to test the zones at depth.

The detail line cutting, electromagnetic and

magnetometer surveying would entail approximately 3^ miles of 

lines and survey, estimated to require an expenditure of 

^7^0.00. Trenching and geological mapping would necessarily 

depend upon the depth of overburden. Allowing ^12^0.00 for 

this investigation, a minimum of {^2000.00 would be necessary to 

complete the preliminary investigations. Diamond drilling 

footage and cost estimates would necessarily be based upon the 

results encountered in the recommended surface program.

Dated at Val d'Or, Quebec, 

this 8th day of February, 196?.

Johr\ A. Honsberger, P. kng,
V
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A "Crone" .11 i M was employed in the electromagnetic 
rvy 0 Cho "Crone" a portable unit, consists of two identical 
ransooi. vor " units each embodying a coil which can used for 
anfici .i 1,1, i no; and receiving; a battery pack for both functions j 
" Cop,,.';,, and J 800 c.pcS, oscillatory for transmitting at those 
oquonoies; ari amplifier for receiving, and a sot of earphones
which one may ,'iudf'c how tJio received fsirjmil is varying. 

A"!! he f i o.l d techniques employ the "null" ineasurinp, device. Q.1 h a t 
ir,, one coil i r. u sed as traiKSMitter" and if? hold stationary with 
a selected orientation, while the other coil, used as a receiver 
on ;,h" same frequency, is rotated about a selected a\ir; until a 
iiiniriiim of signal i r, i teard* This may be done on either 4^0 and

of the receivei' coil out of the plane normally occupied 
, (.he null .is recorded in tomis of pluf; or minus do^rooo, and 
. used l,D i nterpret (.he presence, Joeation and other character- 
;*.ies oi' sub-surface oonductot'H, lisfiont-ially, then, the unit 
*asurer: the tilt or distortion in the direction of the electro- 
;",!ict..ie f ;.eJ.d transmitted.

The :in-Line method of 1 ;;M survey was carried out over 
( he property, that, is, both coils move in unison alonr? the .same 
jiic-kev. line, with a coil separation of 200 feet. The drip angle 
( .-as noamirod evc-ry 100 fee^t statioiu; and recorded in do^roef; out
oi' phase.
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r )be. ;,'Mr; pirrporto of r.ujfynoti.e survey r: ir-' to present 

- " c " (. i a'! i r;r .e. pi o.tu.ve of the bee- rod- ftoolor.y, tnd it i s 

::'.\y ' ( '.M'!o f ,' ! that Miioi-i"'H c," r;; rnicVi ni'O directly astfociat- 

i '' ; v'M,!: ere. Kc-vfr^'io'l r;;:' 1/y iuf:nnr. of o nmpjjotjo intcn- 

:.lty ^ -'i- fov t -.'- ' y- f -, kvjo\:n or \m|:nov:n, ^colo^lcol con- 

'.'•'i CX'n" P M('; j O:r 'i'r.i.;'. ojif. bom-jii^ o rol fitionship to popBlblc 

C V; "l oc.'ti, l o 1;-:, h.^y iir- trfjCCC' . 

',IK '''Shrjvj'f. 1 ' I'.ri'.'nC't-or^otpr, f", 0(1(^1. A-?

'J'h1f: 1'i,^1.:fi^!iojit 5 r; ri pr or 1- J. rt i on i'iaf',m-t}c field bulnnoe 

)'-ifvj';nvinp the: W'l'U f.nl oomponent of tlur earth 'n rnapmetio 

f 5 c- 'to. it h or: r- :';e?)f:5 tJvH.y to 30 gaT'Uiiafi (l pjmoMa s 0.00001 

ii'oif;';) ])fi- soriV- c! lv Ir; J on f:Tid a>l .Intcrir-tlty r an r; c of O to 

'i^tOfKi r,'"'ii:^ : n. vbir; rwi.r/i i"ny bo Incrcsaned by tho une of

;'j i-'-',-i.r- l i- ;- i ,vr:i~ti f. ' ' : m u. l.llnvy rin^llf: tr; .

J'i, c 1 m; l/nxf if-ntr 1, nr; n xin'i.t n r\y b f; eojivoni.ontly opcratc'd 

by one jx-rr.on n 'i one 5. f rie.nirod, no there J. o no separate 

oo;.r 't;:!r:s to be rriinvfnl l)efore each rendiru::. 

'i Kf;i;''i''':erit jfetf;"] If:

The principle of thin instrument le that tho ooropaso 

f^iO Jio.^netoineter noodle have been relatively located by 

c-xroful ofO dilation and trial, BO that \ihcri oither IR locked 

it in ineffective throughout the range of tho other. Thus 

the oonpo.fiR rind instrument liend may remain fixed to the tri- 

pod, nnd the oiHubornono operation of having to po.BB tho 

.instrument head and compass back and forth for each cet up
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^ in eliminated.

Tho telescopic option! system with a micrometer 

focusing adjustment has been simplified, and the readable 

neale IR readily observed in poor light. Tho reflector 

assembly fits cDoce to the teloBoope when closed, minimiz 

ing the possibility of damage while carrying through thlc'k 

brush.

Immediately on top of the instrument housing, are three 

totally enclosed levelling bubbles, one a circular bulls-eye 

bubble for preliminary set-up, and two sensitive tubular 

l o ve l r at right envies to each other. By adjusting the foot 

screviB onoo the instrument has been set up, these levels will 

pornj t an accurate orientation. A thermometer reading degrees

^ centigrade in specially mounted to permit the reading of In 

terval temperatures. The side plates of the housing may be 

R Imply removed tihor: required, to allow internal adjustments 

without removal of the telescope.
j

All tolerances have been maintained to 2/10,000 of on \i 
l 

inch, and thick brass, aluminum and magnesium castings, plate

and tubing have been used throughout. j

The needle in the Magnetometer Is the conventional Schmidt j
i

type, and consists of two cobalt steel magnet plates screwed 

to a. central light weight cube having the sninc temperature 

coefficient an the magnet plates. Laterally this cube bears a 

latitude screu on an invar spindle toward the south end of the 

needle system, and a temperature compensation screw on on i
N  r

aluminum spindle to the north end. A sensitivity screw weight 

in on the under side and a surface mirror on the upper side.
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A triangular quartz knife edge runs transversely through the 

central part of the cube. On the under side of the oube are 

three slotted studs concentric with pins in the elevating 

table to allow uniform release of the needle on its bearings.

All parts have been carefully pinned down to prevent 

shift and change of reading due to shock or other causes. In 

Its locked position the needle system is held against blade 

springs, and during tho reading the needle is quickly damped 

by means of copper dampers which set up counter motion damping 

fi oldH. 

Operation of the Instrument

The large "lock nut encircling the tripod base plate is 

opened until the three main look holes are open concentrically 

^ with the under plate holes. Note that by turning the magnet

adaptor sleeve, the small l locating pin on the base plate nay 

have its position altered. i
i !

The Instrument head is placed on the tripod so that the j
l 

3 small brasn legs fit tho lock holes. The magnet adaptor

sleeve is turned until the small locating pin on the base 

plate fits Itrt appropriate hole in the base of the instrument 

head. In thin position the auxiliary magnet holder will be 

directly under tho compass and parallel to it. The lock nut 

is now turned to the right and the brass head legs are gripped 

tightly, binding tho head to the base plate,

The instrument is now set up for the whole survey and 

except for transportation, tho instrument head need not be 

^ removed from the tripod.

The procedure at each station is as follows: It is assum-
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  od the instrument le facing the observer.

1. Plant the tripod firmly and adjust ono log until the 

bull'r; eye bubble on the head is concentric with its target 

centre.

2. Turn the auxiliary magnet holder until it le In Its 

neutral position, i.e. the magnet itself is In a horizontal 

position with the H marked end forward.

3. Accurately level the instrument head by means of the 3 

foot screws until) the two lone bubble are centred. 

't-. Unlock the compass by turning the compass locking screw 

to the left, and when the compass needle Is free to swing, 

turn the vjholo instrument head until the compass needle lies 

along the line narked "O". The magnetometer needle system Is 

i now aligned K~V/. In the process of this alignment care must

bo taken to keep the Instrument head against one of the 180 

degree stops. To allow this, both the Magnetometer and Its 

lock rmt irmrst be moved in unlnon.

5. Secure the Magnetometer firmly in this position by look 

ing the orientation locking screw by turning It clockwise.

6. Look the compass needle by turning to the right, 

?. Release the Magnetometer needle by pushing In the safety 

catch and slowly turning the looking f*rum to the left. This 

lowers the bridge device that supports the needle, finally 

piping trie needle on the cylindrical quartz bearings and 

leaving it free to swing. Hence, turn this drum slowly and 

Keep looking at the scale in the eye pleco to see that the

^~- release is gentle. Head and record the position of the middle

cross lino to the nearest 1/10 of a scale division. If the
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cross lino o go off to tho high end of tho scale, the compen 

sating Magnet v?ith N end up lo required. Lock the needle and 

turn the magnet so the N end lo up. He-read tho scale, and If 

the or os r: lines are still off scale, re lock tho needle and 

unlock the compensating magnet holder, and slide the magnet up 

to such a position whore tho needle no longer gives an off 

Bcale reading.

i;GTK: The auxiliary magnet should never be moved or changed 

while the needle system ir. free or unlocked, Tho needle eys- 

toin should only bo free vihilo a reading is being taken. 

B. After a reading hnn been taken and the needle looked by 

turning tho drum, the viholc Inotrument head should be turned 

to the left through 1RO degrees until it is ngaln against ite 

180 dog. stops. A second check reading should now be taken 

In this VJ-E direction and the needle re-locked. The reading 

time for a station is of the order of l?? rnlnutco with practice. 

Corrections

The magnetic readings at r.ny station must be corrected 

for changes with time during tho day and from day-to-day. 

This serves to reduce all stations to the values they vould 

h^.vc had if measured simultaneously. 

Plotting

The corrected readings are plotted on a scale map of the 

area surveyed. .Lines of observation, picket lines, stations, 

claim posts and claim outlines should be shown.

Show corrected reading at each station.
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